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[Male student #1]: Welcome to Washington State University!

[On screen]: Video clip of WSU OAs welcoming new students.

[Male student #1]: At WSU, there is hundreds of ways you can get involved

[Male student #2]: Where you can establish.

[Female student #2]: This is where lifelong friendships are made.

[Male voice]: What sets Washington State University apart is the campus atmosphere. At WSU, everything you need is right here, which is why nearly all students can walk or bike to class. Hi-tech classrooms offer state of the art teaching up to touch of a button.

[On screen]: Video clip of a tour of WSU campus featuring student speakers

[Male voice]: Unrivaled athletic events bring together students and alumni. At the center of campus, stands the new Martin stadium built on the solid foundation of the great athletes who have gone before. Music.WSU athletes and their fellow students make one of the most active student bodies around. From zumba to pallodis, basketball to swimming, at the university Recreation Center, there are activities for everyone.

[On screen]: PRIDE Video clip of WSU OA holding WSU flag, athletic events featuring WSU athletics and a tour of the Martin stadium

[Male voice]: At the newly renovated CUB, we gather to study, relax, get a bite to eat or just hang out with friends. This is our place.

[On screen]: LIFESTYLE Video clip of WSU OA holding a flag, a tour of the CUB building

[Male voice]: And for those of you needing a sweet treat, WSU has its own creamery, where you can get Ferdinand’s ice cream and of course, the famous Cougar Gold cheese.

[On screen]: Video clip featuring Ferdinand’s ice cream and Cougar Gold cheese

[Male student #3]: Washington State University, called affectionately oh! WAZZU.

[On screen]: Video clip featuring a tour of Pullman campus

[Female student #1]: This is one of the last great college chances on the west coast.

[WSU speaker]: For all of us who has been here, WSU represents a very special time in our lives.

[On screen]: Video clip of student cheerleading, dance at WSU and WSU president speaking
[Male voice]: Over 100 years of tradition…

[On screen]: Video clip of students giving a concert

[Edward Murrew]: It was here that I found the contagious spark that is curiosity

[On screen]: Video clip of images featuring Edward Murrew

[Male voice]: A tradition that stands behind the learning of today. We develop new tools and new ideas that change our world and change our lives.

[On screen]: TRADITION Video clip of cable 8 production, running track for horses, microscope and a dog in treatment.

[Male voice]: Where research and academics stand proudly together. A rich history of plant sciences with hands-on work in cutting edge areas from organic farming to aviation biofuels offering exciting new ways to feed the world and power the planet. Work that drives the inventions of tomorrow.

[On screen]: INNOVATION Video clip of lecture hall, labs, greenhouses, windmills and wheat fields.

[Male voice]: Innovations that deliver with style turning learners into entrepreneurs.

[On screen]: Video clip of a WSU model show

[Male student #1]: From research to learning to a rich student experience.

[Female student #1]: We invite you to check out WSU.

[Male voice]: Washington State University

[Male student #1]: When you are here at WSU…

[Male student #2]: When you are here…

[Female student #2]: When you are here, you are part of the Cougar family.

[Male student #1]: You are a part of the cougar family.

[Male voice]: It truly is something special.

[Female student #2]: Go Cougs!

[Male student #3]: Go Cougs!
[Male student #4]: Go Cougs!

[Male voice]: Go Cougs!

[On screen]: ACHIEVEMENT *Video clip of WSU OAs, campus and WSU OAs*